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Intent     

At   Bosmere   Community   Primary   School   our   curriculum   is   designed   to   inspire   enthusiasm   for   learning,   to   ensure   achievement   and   to   nurture   pupil   
health   and   well-being.    We   aim   to   develop   independent,   creative   and   inquisitive   learners   who   gain   the   confidence,   resilience   and   skills   needed   to   
be   learners   for   life   and   responsible   citizens   for   the   future.   

Our   inclusive   curriculum   focusses   on   progressive   subject   specific   knowledge,   skills   and   understanding   as   set   out   in   the   National   Curriculum.   It   
promotes   high   aspirations   by   engaging   pupils   in   rich   and   memorable   learning   challenges   that   take   pupils   beyond   the   classroom.   

Our   approach   allows   pupils   the   opportunity   to   influence   their   own   learning,   placing   particular   emphasis   on:     

Enquiry :    fostering   a   sense   of   curiosity   and   problem   solving   

Collaboration :    opportunities   to   learn   with   and   from   each   other  

Oracy :    talk   for   learning   to   develop   a   rich   vocabulary   and   clarity   in   communication   

Linking   learning :    identifying   cross-curricular   links   in   knowledge   and   skills   and   applying   transferable   skills   where   meaningful     

Identity :   making   the   most   of   enrichment   opportunities   and   local   links,   developing   a   sense   of   where   we   fit   in   the   local   and   global   community.   

  

Introduction   to   Geography   

KS   1   pupils   should   develop   knowledge   about   the   world,   the   United   Kingdom   and   their   locality,   Needham   Market.   They   should   understand   basic   
subject-specific   vocabulary   relating   to   human   and   physical   geography   and   begin   to   use   geographical   skills,   including   first-hand   observation,   to   
enhance   their   locational   awareness.     

LKS2   pupils   should   extend   their   knowledge   and   understanding   beyond   the   local   area   of   Mid-Suffolk   to   include   the   United   Kingdom,   Europe   and   
Egypt.   This   will   include   the   location   and   characteristics   of   a   range   of   the   world’s   most   significant   human   and   physical   features.   They   should   
develop   their   use   of   geographical   knowledge,   understanding   and   skills   to   enhance   their   locational   and   place   knowledge.     
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UKS2   pupils   will   be   taught   to   extend   their   knowledge   and   understanding   beyond   the   local   area   of   Suffolk   and   the   rest   of   East   Anglia   to   include   
the   United   Kingdom   and   Europe   and   South   America.   This   will   include   the   location   and   characteristics   of   a   range   of   the   world’s   most   significant   
human   and   physical   features.   They   should   develop   their   use   of   geographical   knowledge,   understanding   and   skills   to   enhance   their   locational   and   
place   knowledge.     
  

Implementation   –   Planning,   teaching   and   learning     
Geography   learning   at   Bosmere   is   taught   over   a   rolling   two-year   cycle   through   topics   taught   over   the   term.    There   are   a   progression   of   skills   
taught   through   the   phases   but   skills   are   revisited   to   reinforce   understanding   and   ensure   knowledge   becomes   long   term.   A   progression   of   
Geography   lessons   are   taught   where   the   topic   has   a   subject   bias.    Where   the   topic   may   be   more   of   a   bias   towards   History,   elements   of   
Geography   will   still   be   taught   to   ensure   coverage   and   depth   of   learning.   
  
  

Curriculum   planning   is   carried   out   in   three   phases   –    long   term,   medium   term   and   short   term.     
● The   long   term   plan   maps   the   geography   topics   and   outcomes   that   should   be   covered   by   the   end   of   each   phase   (National   Curriculum).     
● The   medium   term   plan   (or   curriculum   map)   is   produced   by   the   Geography   leader   and   maps   which   units   and   outcomes   will   be   covered   

within   each   half   term   of   the   two   year   rolling   cycle   for   each   phase   (See   below).   
● The   phase   teachers   are   responsible   for   short   term   plans   and   ensuring   a   sequence   of   learning   that   builds   on   the   progression   of   skills.   

o Teachers   are   advised   by   the   geography   leader   to   record   and   deliver   learning   intentions   as   questions   in   order   to   maximise   the   
opportunities   for   enquiry.   

o Lesson   planning   is   relevant   to   the   pupils   of   Bosmere   and   therefore   maximies   opportunities   to   learn   about   local,   regional,   national   
and   international   geography.   

o Links   are   made   to   the   current   ‘topic   theme’   of   Bosmere’s   creative   curriculum   wherever   possible   in   short   term   plans.    These   plans  
list   the   specific   learning   intentions   of   each   lesson   and   delivery   is   timed   where   possible   so   that   history   becomes   an   integral   part   of   
the   current   topic.     

o All   class   teachers   are   to   ensure   that   whilst   planning,   teaching   approaches   should   allow   for   different   learning   styles,   pupils   with   
special   educational   needs   and   equal   opportunities.   

o The   leader   is   a   member   of   The   Geographical   Association   from   which   useful   teaching   and   learning   resources   are   shared   with   
relevant   phases   to   assist   planning.     

  
The   school   uses   a   variety   of   teaching   and   learning   styles   in   geography   lessons.   Our   principal   aim   is   to   develop   the   children’s   knowledge,   skills   
and   understanding   in   geography.   We   use   a   variety   of   teaching   and   learning   styles   in   our   geography   lessons.   We   believe   in   whole-class   teaching   
methods   and   combine   these   with   enquiry-based   research   activities.   We   encourage   children   to   handle   artefacts,   use   resources   and   to   ask   as   well   
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as   answer   geographical   questions.   We   offer   them   the   opportunity   to   use   a   variety   of   data,   such   as   maps,   statistics,   graphs,   pictures,   aerial   
photographs,   geographical   footage   and   we   enable   them   to   use   IT   in   geography   lessons   where   this   serves   to   enhance   their   learning.   They   
engage   in   a   wide   variety   of   problem-solving   activities.   Wherever   possible,   we   involve   the   children   in   ‘real’   geographical   activities,   e.g.   research   of   
a   local   environmental   problem,   visiting   relevant   sites   and   carrying   out   fieldwork.   We   recognise   the   fact   that   we   have   children   of   differing   ability   in   
all   our   classes,   and   so   we   provide   suitable   learning   opportunities   for   all   children   by   matching   the   challenge   of   the   task   to   the   ability   of   the   child.   
We   achieve   this   through   a   range   of   strategies   which   are   differentiated   by   task,   expected   outcome   and/or   support   from   peers   or   adults.   

  
  
  
  
  
  

Impact   –   Monitoring   and   Assessment     
Children   who   learn   Geography   at   Bosmere   will   have   a   sense   of   their   place   in   the   world.    They   will   know   where   they   ‘fit-in’   locally,   regionally,   
nationally   and   internationally.   This   will   include   core   knowledge   involving   a   bank   of   factual   information   about   the   world,   personal   knowledge   
focusing   on   perceptions   and   feelings   about   The   World   and   empathetic   knowledge   about   others   on   a   local   to   international   level.     
  

● Monitoring    –   Geography   is   monitored   in-    line   with   the   whole   school   monitoring   cycle   with   the   exception   of   Compass   Looks   as   geography   
does   not   feature   on   the   Compass   assessment   tool.     

● Subject   leads   evaluate   impact   at   the   end   of   each   summative   period.    Written   feedback,   with   targets   
identified   and   support   plans   put   in   place   where   appropriate,   is   given   to   each   phase.   

● The   governors   take   an   active   role   in   geography.    They   receive   a   yearly   report   and   are   involved   in   a   yearly   
meeting   to   review   teaching,   learning   and   development.   

● Formative   Assessment    -   Children’s   learning   and   progress   in   geography   is   assessed   by   making   informal   
judgements   as   they   are   observed   during   lessons,   assisted   by   the   written   outcomes   and   opportunities   that   
children   have   to   respond   to   teacher   feedback   in   order   to   move   their   learning   on.     

● Summative   Assessment    -   Teachers   analyse   pupils’   progress   at   the   end   of   each   school   year   to   complete   
the   annual   report   to   parents.   This   is   achieved   by   analysis   of   a   range   of   evidence,   including   written   
outcomes   and   verbal   communication.   
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● The   geography   leader   attends   and   delivers   meetings   and   training   as   and   when   the   need   is   identified   to   allow   for   continuity   and   progression   
within   the   subject   and   directs   teachers   to   take   responsibility   for   their   own   geography   CPD   through   the   sharing   of   relevant   articles   and   
resources   where   appropriate.   
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Phase    Cycle     Autumn     Spring   Summer     

EYFS   A     All   about   me-   changes   over   
time   
Toys-   history   Diwali,materials   

Treasure   pirates    and   under   the   
sea   -history,   geography,   science   
sea   life(KUW)   
Chinese   new   year     

All   creatures   great   and   small   -   
animal   groups,   geography,   life   
cycles   

B   People   who   help   us-   
community,   Knowledge   and   
Understanding   of   the   World   
Night   and   day   -   (science)   
light/dark,   nocturnal   animals   
Diwali     

Transport   -   history   and   road   
safety   
  

Homes   -   history,   geography,   
materials   

Dinosaurs-   Knowledge   
Understanding   of   the   World  
(science)   skeletons/anatomy   
  

Food   -   Farming   and   growing,   
Food   from   around   the   world     

KS1   A   London     Explorers   (1)St.   Edmund     
(2)   Nature   Detectives   

B   Animal   Antics   An   Island   Home     (1)  Seaside   Holidays   
(2)Needham     

LKS2   A     Stone   age   to   Iron   age      
  

Titanic     Ancient   Egypt     
  

B   Violent   Earth:   
History(Romans)/Science     

Invent   -   changes   in   theme   over   
time   -   
History/DT   

Anglo-Saxons   

UKS2     A     Framed     
Art/History/Geography   

Street   Child   -   Victorians   
History   

Shakespeare   related   text   -   
Wherefore   art   thou   
History   



Long   term   topic   overview     
Geography   Long   Term   Plan     

Key   Stage   1   –   Cycle   A   
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B   War   with   Troy   -   Ancient   
Greece   
History   

The   Explorer   -   Amazing   
Amazon     
Geography   

Letters   from   the   Lighthouse   -   
World   War   2   
History   (local)     

London    Name   and   locate   local   town.    Name   and   locate   the   four   countries   of   the   UK.     Name   and   locate   the   world’s   seven   continents   and   five   oceans.    
  

Observe   and   describe   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   small   area   of   the   United   Kingdom   (London).   
  

Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   key   physical   features    (inc   –   beach,   cliff,   coast,   forest,   hill,   mountain,   sea,   ocean,   river,   soil,   valley,   vegetation,   season,   
weather)     and   human   features    (inc   city,   town,   village,   factory,   farm,   house,   office,   port,   harbour,   shop).   
  

Use   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   continents   and   oceans   studied   at   this   key   stage.    Use   locational   and   directional   language   (e.g.   near   and   far,   left   and   right),   
describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   maps.     
Use   photographs   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features;   devise   simple   picture   maps.     
Use   world   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   countries.     
Use   simple   compass   directions   (North,   East,   South   and   West),   to   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   a   map.     
Use   aerial   photographs   and   plan   perspectives   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features:   devise   a   simple   map;   and   use   and   construct   basic   symbols   
in   a   key.     

Explorer 
s   

Name   and   locate   local   town.    Name   and   locate   the   four   countries   of   the   UK.      Name,   locate   and   identify   characteristics   of   the   four   countries   and   capital   cities   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   its   surrounding   seas.      Name   and   locate   the   world’s   seven   continents   and   five   oceans.     
  

Identify   the   location   of   hot   and   cold   areas   of   the   world   in   relation   to   the   equator   and   the   North   and   South   poles.     
Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   key   physical   features    (inc   –   beach,   cliff,   coast,   forest,   hill,   mountain,   sea,   ocean,   river,   soil,   valley,   vegetation,   season,   
weather)     and   human   features    (inc   city,   town,   village,   factory,   farm,   house,   office,   port,   harbour,   shop)    of   a   contrasting   non-European   country/area.   
  

Use   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   continents   and   oceans   studied   at   this   key   stage.    Use   locational   and   directional   language   (e.g.   near   and   far,   left   and   right),   
describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   maps.     
Use   photographs   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features;   devise   simple   picture   maps.     
Use   world   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   countries.     
Use   simple   compass   directions   (North,   East,   South   and   West),   to   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   a   map.     
Use   aerial   photographs   and   plan   perspectives   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features:   devise   a   simple   map;   and   use   and   construct   basic   symbols   
in   a   key.     

St   
Edmund    

Name   and   locate   local   town.    Name   and   locate   the   four   countries   of   the   UK.     Name,   locate   and   identify   characteristics   of   the   four   countries   and   capital   cities   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   its   surrounding   seas.     Name   and   locate   the   world’s   seven   continents   and   five   oceans.     

  
Observe   and   describe   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   small   area   of   the   United   Kingdom.   (Suffolk)   
  

Identify   seasonal/daily   weather   patterns   in   the   UK.     



  

KS   1   -   Cycle   B   
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Nature   
Detectiv 

es   

Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   physical   and   human   features   of   their   school   and   its   grounds   and   of   the   surrounding   environment.     
Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   key   physical   features    (inc   –   beach,   cliff,   coast,   forest,   hill,   mountain,   sea,   ocean,   river,   soil,   valley,   vegetation,   season,   
weather)     and   human   features    (inc   city,   town,   village,   factory,   farm,   house,   office,   port,   harbour,   shop)    of   a   contrasting   non-European   country   
  

Use   locational   and   directional   language   (e.g.   near   and   far,   left   and   right),   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   maps.     
Use   photographs   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features;   devise   simple   picture   maps.     
Use   simple   fieldwork   and   observational   skills   to   study   the   geography   of   their   school   and   its   grounds.     
Use   world   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   countries.     
Use   simple   compass   directions   (North,   East,   South   and   West),   to   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   a   map.     
Use   aerial   photographs   and   plan   perspectives   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features:   devise   a   simple   map;   and   use   and   construct   basic   symbols   
in   a   key.   
Use   fieldwork   and   observational   skills   to   study   the   key   human   and   physical   features   of   the   schools   surrounding   areas.   

Animal   
Antics   

Name   and   locate   local   town.    Name   and   locate   the   four   countries   of   the   UK.     Name,   locate   and   identify   characteristics   of   the   four   countries   and   capital   cities   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   its   surrounding   seas.     Name   and   locate   the   world’s   seven   continents   and   five   oceans.     

  
Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   small   area   in   a   non-European   country   (Kenya).   
  

Identify   the   location   of   hot   and   cold   areas   of   the   world   in   relation   to   the   equator   and   the   North   and   South   poles.     
Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   key   physical   features    (inc   –   beach,   cliff,   coast,   forest,   hill,   mountain,   sea,   ocean,   river,   soil,   valley,   vegetation,   season,   
weather)     and   human   features    (inc   city,   town,   village,   factory,   farm,   house,   office,   port,   harbour,   shop)    of   a   contrasting   non-European   country   
  

Use   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   continents   and   oceans   studied   at   this   key   stage.    Use   locational   and   directional   language   (e.g.   near   and   far,   left   and   right),   
describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   maps.     
Use   photographs   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features;   devise   simple   picture   maps.     
Use   world   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   countries.     
Use   simple   compass   directions   (North,   East,   South   and   West),   to   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   a   map.     
Use   aerial   photographs   and   plan   perspectives   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features.   

An   
Island   
Home     

Name   and   locate   local   town.    Name   and   locate   the   four   countries   of   the   UK.     Name,   locate   and   identify   characteristics   of   the   four   countries   and   capital   cities   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   its   surrounding   seas.     Name   and   locate   the   world’s   seven   continents   and   five   oceans.     
  

Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   small   area   of   the   United   Kingdom   (Isle   of   Struay).   
  

Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   physical   and   human   features   of   their   school   and   its   grounds   and   of   the   surrounding   environment.     
Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   key   physical   features    (inc   –   beach,   cliff,   coast,   forest,   hill,   mountain,   sea,   ocean,   river,   soil,   valley,   vegetation,   season,   
weather)     and   human   features    (inc   city,   town,   village,   factory,   farm,   house,   office,   port,   harbour,   shop)    of   a   contrasting   non-European   country   
  

Use   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   continents   and   oceans   studied   at   this   key   stage.    Use   locational   and   directional   language   (e.g.   near   and   far,   left   and   right),   
describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   maps.     
Use   photographs   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features;   devise   simple   picture   maps.     
Use   world   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   countries.     
Use   simple   compass   directions   (North,   East,   South   and   West),   to   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   a   map.     



  
LKS2   Cycle   A   
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Use   aerial   photographs   and   plan   perspectives   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features:   devise   a   simple   map;   and   use   and   construct   basic   symbols   
in   a   key.     

Seaside   
Holidays  
Needha 
m     

Name   and   locate   local   town.    Name   and   locate   the   four   countries   of   the   UK.     Name,   locate   and   identify   characteristics   of   the   four   countries   and   capital   cities   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   its   surrounding   seas.     

  
Observe   and   describe   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   small   area   of   the   United   Kingdom   (Seaside).   
Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   small   area   of   the   United   Kingdom   (Needham   and   coast)   
  

Identify   seasonal/daily   weather   patterns   in   the   UK.     
Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   physical   and   human   features   of   their   school   and   its   grounds   and   of   the   surrounding   environment.     
Identify   seasonal/daily   weather   patterns   in   the   UK   .   
Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   key   physical   features    (inc   –   beach,   cliff,   coast,   forest,   hill,   mountain,   sea,   ocean,   river,   soil,   valley,   vegetation,   season,   
weather)     and   human   features    (inc   city,   town,   village,   factory,   farm,   house,   office,   port,   harbour,   shop)    of   a   contrasting   non-European   country   
  

Use   locational   and   directional   language   (e.g.   near   and   far,   left   and   right),   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   maps.     
Use   photographs   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features;   devise   simple   picture   maps.     
Use   simple   fieldwork   and   observational   skills   to   study   the   geography   of   their   school   and   its   grounds.     
Use   simple   compass   directions   (North,   East,   South   and   West),   to   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   a   map.     
Use   aerial   photographs   and   plan   perspectives   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features:   devise   a   simple   map;   and   use   and   construct   basic   symbols   
in   a   key.     
Use   fieldwork   and   observational   skills   to   study   the   key   human   and   physical   features   of   the   schools   surrounding   areas.   

Stone   
Age   to   
Iron   Age    

Name   and   locate   counties   and   cities   of   the   UK,   geographical   regions   and   their   identifying   human   and   physical   characteristics,   key   topographical   features   (in   hills,   
mountains,   coasts   and   rivers)   and   land-use   patterns;   and   understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   over   time.   

  
Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   of   the   UK.   (Needham)   

  
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
  Physical   geography   including   key   topographical   features    (inc   hills,   mountains,   coasts,   rivers)    and   land   patterns;   and   understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   
over   time.     
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
Types   of   settlements   in   modern   Britain:   villages,   towns,   cities.     

  
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   counties/countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
Learn   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   and   four-figure   grid   references.     
Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   
digital   technologies.     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
  Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   the   wider   world.     
Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   
digital   technologies.     
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Titanic     Name   and   locate   counties   and   cities   of   the   UK,   geographical   regions   and   their   identifying   human   and   physical   characteristics,   key   topographical   features   (in   hills,   
mountains,   coasts   and   rivers)   and   land-use   patterns;   and   understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   over   time.   
Locate   the   world’s   countries,   using   maps   to   focus   on   Europe   (inc   the   location   of   Russia)   on   their   environmental   regions,   key   physical   and   human   characteristics,   countries   
and   other   major   cities.     

  
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
Learn   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   and   four-figure   grid   references.     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied     
Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   the   wider   world.     

Egypt     Locate   the   world’s   countries,   using   maps   to   focus   on   Europe   (inc   the   location   of   Russia)   on   their   environmental   regions,   key   physical   and   human   characteristics,   countries   
and   other   major   cities.     
Identify   the   position   and   significance   of   latitude/longitude   and   the   Greenwich   Meridian.   Linking   with   science,   time   zones,   night   and   day.   
Identify   the   position   and   significance   of   Equator,   N.   and   S.   Hemisphere,   Tropics   of   Cancer   and   Capricorn.     

  
Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   in   the   United   Kingdom   and   region   in   a   non-European   
country.   

  
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
  Physical   geography   including   key   topographical   features    (inc   hills,   mountains,   coasts,   rivers)    and   land   patterns;   and   understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   
over   time.     
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
Physical   geography,   including:   climate   zones,   biomes   and   vegetation   belts.     

  
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
Learn   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   and   four-figure   grid   references.     
Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   
digital   technologies.     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied     
Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   the   wider   world.     

Violent   
Earth     

Locate   the   world’s   countries,   using   maps   to   focus   on   Europe   (inc   the   location   of   Russia)   on   their   environmental   regions,   key   physical   and   human   characteristics,   countries   
and   other   major   cities.     
Identify   the   position   and   significance   of   latitude/longitude   and   the   Greenwich   Meridian.   Linking   with   science,   time   zones,   night   and   day.   
Identify   the   position   and   significance   of   Equator,   N.   and   S.   Hemisphere,   Tropics   of   Cancer   and   Capricorn.     

  
Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   in   the   United   Kingdom   and   region   in   a   European   
country   (Italy).   

  
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
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  Physical   geography   including   key   topographical   features    (inc   hills,   mountains,   coasts,   rivers)    and   land   patterns;   and   understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   
over   time.     
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
Physical   geography,   including:   climate   zones,   biomes   and   vegetation   belts.     
Physical   geography   including   Volcanoes   and   earthquakes,   looking   at   plate   tectonics   and   the   ring   of   fire.     

  
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
Learn   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   and   four-figure   grid   references.     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied     
Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   the   wider   world.     

Invent     Locate   the   world’s   countries,   using   maps   to   focus   on   Europe   (inc   the   location   of   Russia)   countries   and   other   major   cities.     
  

Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
Learn   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   and   four-figure   grid   references.     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied     
Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   the   wider   world.     

Anglo-S 
axons   

Name   and   locate   counties   and   cities   of   the   UK,   geographical   regions   and   their   identifying   human   and   physical   characteristics,   key   topographical   features   (in   hills,   
mountains,   coasts   and   rivers)   and   land-use   patterns;   and   understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   over   time.   

  
Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   of   the   UK.   (West   Stow)   

  
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
Physical   geography   including   key   topographical   features    (inc   hills,   mountains,   coasts,   rivers)    and   land   patterns;   and   understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   
over   time.     
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
Types   of   settlements   in   modern   Britain:   villages,   towns,   cities.     

  
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
Learn   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   and   four-figure   grid   references.     
Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   
digital   technologies.     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied     
Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   the   wider   world.     
Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   
digital   technologies.     
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    Locate   the   main   countries   in   Europe   and   South   America.   Locate   and   name   principal   cities.   
Compare   2   different   regions   in   UK   rural/urban.   
Locate   and   name   the   main   counties   and   cities   in   England.   
Linking   with   History,   compare   land   use   maps   of   UK   from   past   with   the   present,   focusing   on   land   use.   On   a   world   map   locate   the   main   countries   in   Africa,   Asia   and   
Australasia/Oceania.   Identify   their   main   environmental   regions,   key   physical   and   human   characteristics,   and   major   cities.   
  Linking   with   local   History,   map   how   land   use   has   changed   in   local   area   over   time.   
Name   and   locate   the   key   topographical   features   including   coast,   features   of   erosion,   hills,   mountains   and   rivers.   Understand   how   these   features   have   changed   over   
time.   
  

Compare   a   region   in   UK   with   a   region   in   N.   or   S.   America   with   significant   differences   and   similarities.   
Compare   a   region   in   UK   with   a   region   in   N.   or   S.   America   with   significant   differences   and   similarities.   
Understand   some   of   the   reasons   for   similarities   and   differences.   
  

Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of   :     
Physical   geography   including   coasts,   rivers   and   the   water   cycle   including   transpiration;   climate   zones,   biomes   and   vegetation   belts.     
Human   geography   including   trade   between   UK   and   Europe   and   ROW.     
Fair/unfair   distribution   of   resources   (Fairtrade).     
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of   :     
Distribution   of   natural   resources   focussing   on   energy.     
  

Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
  Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   
Kingdom   in   the   past   and   present.     
  Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   
graphs,   and   digital   technologies     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
Extend   to   6   figure   grid   references   with   teaching   of   latitude   and   longitude   in   depth.     
  Expand   map   skills   to   include   non-UK   countries.     
Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   
and   digital   technologies.     

Framed       
▪ Name   and   locate   cities   of   the   UK,   geographical   regions   and   their   identifying   human   and   physical   characteristics,   key   topographical   features   

and   land-use   patterns.    Use   maps,   atlases   and   digital   mapping   to   locate   places   and   describe   features.     Focus:   Wales   
▪ Collect   and   analyse   statistics   and   other   information   in   order   to   draw   clear   conclusions   about   locations.    Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   

of   physical   geography     Focus:   climate .   
▪ Use   sketch   maps   and   photographs   to   observe   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   and   understand   how   human   and   

physical   aspects   of   places   have   changed   over   time.   
▪ Prepare   and   carry   out   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   human   features   and   perceptions   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods   

including   field   sketches,   interviews,   data   collection   and   photographs.  
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Victorians   ▪ Name   and   locate   countries   and   cities   of   the   UK,   geographical   regions   and   their   identifying   human   and   physical   characteristics,   key   
topographical   features   and   land-use   patterns.    Use   maps,   atlases   and   digital   mapping   to   locate   places   and   describe   features.     

Wherefore   
art   thou   

(Shakespear 
e)   

▪ Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   the   study   of   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   of   the   UK,   a   region   ina   
European   country   and   a   region   within   North   or   South   America.   

Focus   on   settings   of   Shakespeare   plays:    Scottish   Highlands   (Macbeth),   Sicily   (A   Winter’s   Tale)   or   Veneto   (Romeo   and   Juliet)   and   
potential   central   American   island   e.g.   Haiti   to   represent   an   interpretation   of   the   island   from   The   Tempest.   (All   have   similar   land   area   
size).   

Ancient   Greeks   ▪ Locate   the   world’s   countries   using   maps.   
▪ Locate   the   world’s   countries,   concentrating   on   their   environmental   regions,   key   physical   and   human   characteristics,   countries,   and   

major   cities;   Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of   physical   geography   and   human   geography.   
▪ Human   geography,   the   distribution   of   natural   resources   including   energy,   food,   minerals   and   water.   
▪ Human   geography,   economic   activity   including   trade   links   

Amazing   
Amazon   

▪ Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features.    
▪ Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of   physical   geography   including   climate   zones,   biomes   and   vegetation   belts.   
▪ Name   and   locate   the   countries   of   South   America   and   identify   their   main   physical   and   human   characteristics.     
▪ Name   and   locate   the   equator,   compare   maps   relating   to   climate   
▪ Identify   and   describe   the   geographical   significance   of   the   equator   and   gather   information   relating   to   climate   
  

World   War   2   ▪ Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   to   communicate   knowledge   of   the   United   Kingdom   and   the   
wider   world.   

▪ Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   sketch   maps   
and   digital   technologies.     
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Key   Stage   One     

Locational   
Knowledge     

  
  

Name   and   locate   local   town    
Name   and   locate   the   four   countries   of   the   UK   
Name,   locate   and   identify   characteristics   of   the   four   countries   and   capital   cities   of   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   
surrounding   seas.     
Name   and   locate   the   world’s   seven   continents   and   five   oceans.     
  

Place   Knowledge     Observe   and   describe   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   small   area   of   the   United   Kingdom   (London).   
Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   
small   area   of   the   United   Kingdom   (Isle   of   Struay),   and   of   a   small   area   in   a   non-European   country   (Kenya).   
  

Human   and   Physical   
Geography   

Identify   seasonal/daily   weather   patterns   in   the   UK.     
Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   physical   and   human   features   of   their   school   and   its   grounds   and   
of   the   surrounding   environment.     
Identify   seasonal/daily   weather   patterns   in   the   UK   and   the   location   of   hot   and   cold   areas   of   the   world   in   relation   
to   the   equator   and   the   North   and   South   poles.     
Use   basic   Geographical   vocabulary   to   refer   to   key   physical   features    (inc   –   beach,   cliff,   coast,   forest,   hill,   
mountain,   sea,   ocean,   river,   soil,   valley,   vegetation,   season,   weather)     and   human   features    (inc   city,   town,   
village,   factory,   farm,   house,   office,   port,   harbour,   shop)    of   a   contrasting   non-European   country.     
  

Geographical   Skills   
and   Field   Work     

Use   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   continents   and   oceans   studied   at   this   key   stage.    Use   locational   
and   directional   language   (e.g.   near   and   far,   left   and   right),   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   
maps.     
Use   photographs   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features;   devise   simple   picture   maps.     
Use   simple   fieldwork   and   observational   skills   to   study   the   geography   of   their   school   and   its   grounds.     
Use   world   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   countries.     
Use   simple   compass   directions   (North,   East,   South   and   West),   to   describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   
on   a   map.     
Use   aerial   photographs   and   plan   perspectives   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features:   
devise   a   simple   map;   and   use   and   construct   basic   symbols   in   a   key.     
Use   fieldwork   and   observational   skills   to   study   the   key   human   and   physical   features   of   the   schools   surrounding   
areas.     
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Key   Stage   Two     
LKS2   

Locational   
Knowledge     

Name   and   locate   countries   and   cities   of   the   UK,   geographical   regions   and   their   identifying   human   and   physical   
characteristics,   key   topographical   features   (in   hills,   mountains,   coasts   and   rivers)   and   land-use   patterns;   and   understand   
how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   over   time.   
Locate   the   world’s   countries,   using   maps   to   focus   on   Europe   (inc   the   location   of   Russia)   on   their   environmental   regions,   key   
physical   and   human   characteristics,   countries   and   other   major   cities.     
Identify   the   position   and   significance   of   latitude/longitude   and   the   Greenwich   Meridian.   Linking   with   science,   time   zones,   
night   and   day.   
Identify   the   position   and   significance   of   Equator,   N.   and   S.   Hemisphere,   Tropics   of   Cancer   and   Capricorn.     
  

Place   Knowledge     Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   of   the   
UK.     
Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   in   the   
United   Kingdom   and   region   in   a   European   country.   
  

Human   and   
Physical   

Geography   

Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
  Physical   geography   including   key   topographical   features    (inc   hills,   mountains,   coasts,   rivers)    and   land   patterns;   and   
understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   have   changed   over   time.     
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
Physical   geography,   including:   climate   zones,   biomes   and   vegetation   belts.     
  Types   of   settlements   in   modern   Britain:   villages,   towns,   cities.     
Physical   geography   including   Volcanoes   and   earthquakes,   looking   at   plate   tectonics   and   the   ring   of   fire.     
  
  

Geographical   
Skills   and   
Fieldwork     

Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.     
   Learn   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   and   four-figure   grid   references.     

Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   
including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   digital   technologies.     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied     
  Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   
maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   Kingdom   and   the   wider   world.     
Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   
including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   digital   technologies.     
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UKS2   

Locational   
Knowledge   

  Locate   the   main   countries   in   Europe   and   North   or   South   America.   Locate   and   name   principal   cities.   
Compare   2   different   regions   in   UK   rural/urban.   
Locate   and   name   the   main   counties   and   cities   in   England.   
Linking   with   History,   compare   land   use   maps   of   UK   from   past   with   the   present,   focusing   on   land   use.   On   a   world   map   locate   
the   main   countries   in   Africa,   Asia   and   Australasia/Oceania.   Identify   their   main   environmental   regions,   key   physical   and   
human   characteristics,   and   major   cities.   
  Linking   with   local   History,   map   how   land   use   has   changed   in   local   area   over   time.   
Name   and   locate   the   key   topographical   features   including   coast,   features   of   erosion,   hills,   mountains   and   rivers.   Understand   
how   these   features   have   changed   over   time.   
  

Place   Knowledge   Compare   a   region   in   UK   with   a   region   in   N.   or   S.   America   with   significant   differences   and   similarities.   
Compare   a   region   in   UK   with   a   region   in   N.   or   S.   America   with   significant   differences   and   similarities.   
Understand   some   of   the   reasons   for   similarities   and   differences.   
  

Human   and   
Physical   

Geography   

Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of   :     
Physical   geography   including   coasts,   rivers   and   the   water   cycle   including   transpiration;   climate   zones,   biomes   and   
vegetation   belts.     
Human   geography   including   trade   between   UK   and   Europe   and   ROW.     
Fair/unfair   distribution   of   resources   (Fairtrade).     
Describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of   :     
Distribution   of   natural   resources   focussing   on   energy.     
  

Geographical   Skills   
and   Fieldwork     

Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   
studied.     
   Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   
maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   Kingdom   in   the   past   and   present.     
   Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   
methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   digital   technologies     
Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   
studied.     
Extend   to   6   figure   grid   references   with   teaching   of   latitude   and   longitude   in   depth.     
   Expand   map   skills   to   include   non-UK   countries.     
Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   
methods,   including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   digital   technologies.     



  
Geography   Progression   of   skills   Early   Years     

See   Development   Ma�ers    h�ps://www.founda�onyears.org.uk/files/2012/03/Development-Ma�ers-FINAL-PRINT-AMENDED.pdf   

•Enjoys   joining   in   with   family   customs   and   rou�nes       
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https://www.foundationyears.org.uk/files/2012/03/Development-Matters-FINAL-PRINT-AMENDED.pdf


Geography   Progression   of   skills   KS1     

Geographical   enquiry   and   skills     
GES1:    Ask   geographical   questions   [i.e.   'What   is   it   like   to   live   in   this   place?']     

GES2:    Observe   and   record   [i.e.   notice   features   of   school   and   grounds   and   complete   a   chart]     

GES3:    Express   their   own   views   about   people,   places   and   environments   [i.e.   about   litter   in   the   school]     

GES4 :   Communicate   in   different   ways   including   through   numerical   and   quantitative   skills,   maps   and   pictures.     

GES5 :   Communicate   understanding   through   writing   at   length.     

GES6:    Use   geographical   vocabulary   [i.e.   hill,   motorway,   near,   far,   north,   south]     

GES7:    Use   fieldwork   skills   [i.e.   recording   info   on   a   school   plan   or   local   area   map]     

GES8:    Use   globes,   maps,   plans   at   a   range   of   scales   [i.e.   following   a   route   on   a   map]     

GES9 :   Use   secondary   sources   of   information   [pictures,   photographs,   stories,   information   texts,   videos,   artefacts]     

GES10:    Make   maps   and   plans   [i.e.   a   pictorial   map   of   a   place   in   a   story].     

Locational   knowledge     

LK1:    Name   and   locate   the   world’s   seven   continents   and   five   oceans.   

LK2:    Name,   locate   and   identify   characteristics   of   the   four   countries   and   capital   cities   of   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   surrounding   seas.   

LK3:   Know   where   Needham   Market   is   in   Suffolk   and   the   UK   and   name   surrounding   streets,   buildings   and   features.     
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Place   knowledge     

PK1 :   Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   studying   the   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   small   area   of   the   United   
Kingdom,   and   of   a   small   area   in   a   contrasting   non-European   country.     

  

Human   and   physical   geography     

HPG1:    Identify   seasonal   and   daily   weather   patterns   in   the   United   Kingdom   and   the   location   of   hot   and   cold   areas   of   the   world   in   relation   to   the   
Equator   and   the   North   and   South   Poles   use   basic   geographical   vocabulary   

HPG2:    Describe   key   physical   features,   including:   beach,   cliff,   coast,   forest,   hill,   mountain,   sea,   ocean,   river,   soil,   valley,   vegetation,   season   and   
weather;   

HPG3:    Describe   key   human   features,   including:   city,   town,   village,   factory,   farm,   house,   office,   port,   harbour   and   shop.   

Geographical   skills   and   fieldwork     
GSF1:    Use   world   maps,   atlases   and   globes   to   identify   the   United   Kingdom   and   its   countries,   as   well   as   the   countries,   continents   and   oceans   
studied   at   this   key   stage.     

GSF2:    Use   simple   compass   directions   (North,   South,   East   and   West)   and   locational   and   directional   language   [i.e.   near   and   far;   left   and   right],   to   
describe   the   location   of   features   and   routes   on   a   map     

GSF3:    Use   aerial   photographs   and   plan   perspectives   to   recognise   landmarks   and   basic   human   and   physical   features;   devise   a   simple   map;   and   
use   and   construct   basic   symbols   in   a   key     

GSF4:    Use   simple   fieldwork   and   observational   skills   to   study   the   geography   of   their   school   and   its   grounds   and   the   key   human   and   physical   
features   of   its   surrounding   environment.   
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Geography   Progression   of   skills   Lower   KS2     

Geographical   enquiry   and   skills     
GES1:    Ask   geographical   questions   [i.e.   'What   is   it   like   to   live   in   this   place?   Why   did/do   people   live   here?']     

GES2:    Observe   and   record   [i.e.   identify   buildings   in   street   and   complete   a   chart]     

GES3:    Express   their   own   views   about   people,   places   and   environments   [i.e.   about   litter   in   the   school]     

GES4 :   Communicate   in   different   ways   including   through   numerical/quantitative   skills,   maps   and   pictures.     

GES5 :   Communicate   understanding   through   writing   at   length.     

GES6:    Use   geographical   vocabulary   [i.e.   hill,   motorway,   near,   far,   north,   south]     

GES7:    Use   fieldwork   skills   [i.e.   recording   info   on   a   school   plan   or   local   area   map]     

GES8:    Use   globes,   maps,   plans   at   a   range   of   scales   [i.e.   following   a   route   on   map]     

GES9 :   Use   secondary   sources   of   information   [i.e.   CD-ROMs,   pictures,   photographs,   stories,   information   texts,   videos,   artefacts]     

GES10:    Make   maps   and   plans   [i.e.   a   pictorial   map   of   a   place   in   a   story].   

Locational   knowledge     

LK1:    Locate   the   world’s   countries,   using   maps   to   focus   on   Europe   (including   the   location   of   Russia),   concentrating   on   their   environmental   
regions,   key   physical   and   human   characteristics,   countries,   and   major   cities.   

LK2:    Name   and   locate   counties   and   cities   of   the   United   Kingdom,   geographical   regions   and   their   identifying   human   and   physical   characteristics,   
key   topographical   features   (including   hills,   mountains,   coasts   and   rivers),   and   land-use   patterns;   and   understand   how   some   of   these   aspects   
have   changed   over   time.   

LK3:    Identify   the   position   and   significance   of   latitude,   longitude,   Equator,   Northern   Hemisphere,   Southern   Hemisphere,   the   Tropics   of   Cancer   
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and   Capricorn,   Arctic   and   Antarctic   Circle,   the   Prime/Greenwich   Meridian   and   time   zones   (including   day   and   night).   

LK4:    Know   where   Needham   Market   is   in   the   UK,   know   many   of   its   physical   and   human   features   and   know   how   to   travel   around   and   to   and   from   
the   locality.     

  

Place   knowledge     

PK1:    Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   the   study   of   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   a   region   in   a   European   country.     

  

Human   and   physical   geography     

Pupils   will   describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     

HPG1:    Physical   geography,   including:   climate   zones,   biomes   and   vegetation   belts,   rivers,   mountains,   volcanoes   and   earthquakes.   

HPG2 :   Human   geography,   including:   types   of   settlement   and   land   use.   

HPG3:    Physical   geography   including   volcanoes   and   earthquakes.     
  

  

Geographical   skills   and   fieldwork     

GSF1:    Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied.   

GSF2:    Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   four-figure   grid   references,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   OS   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   
of   the   UK   and   the   wider   world.   

GSF3:    Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure,   record   and   present   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   
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including   sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   digital   technologies.     
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Geography   Progression   of   skills   Upper   KS2     

Geographical   enquiry   and   skills     
GES1:    Ask   geographical   questions   [i.e.   'What   is   this   landscape   like?',   'What   do   I   think   about   it?']     

GES2 :   Collect   and   record   evidence   [i.e.   carrying   out   a   survey   of   shop   functions   and   showing   on   a   graph]     

GES3 :   Analyse   evidence   and   draw   conclusions   [i.e.   by   comparing   population   data   for   two   localities]     

GES4 :   Identify   and   explain   different   views   that   people,   including   themselves,   hold   about   topical   geographical   issues   [i.e.   views   about   plans   to   
build   an   hotel   in   an   overseas   locality]     

GES5:    Communicate   in   ways   appropriate   to   the   task   and   audience,   including   writing   at   length   and   through   using   maps   and   numerical   and   
quantitative   skills,   [i.e.   by   writing   to   a   newspaper   about   a   local   issue,   using   email   to   exchange   information,   or   about   the   locality   with   another   
school].     

GES6:    Use   geographical   vocabulary   [i.e.   temperature,   transport,   industry]     

GES7 :   Use   fieldwork   techniques   [i.e.   labelled   field   sketches]   and   instruments   [i.e.   rain   gauge,   camera]     

GES8 :   Use   atlases   and   globes,   and   maps   and   plans   at   a   range   of   scales   [i.e.   using   contents,   keys,   grids]     

GES9:    Use   secondary   sources   of   info,   including   aerial   photos   [i.e.   stories,   info   texts,   internet,   images]     

GES10:    Draw   plans   and   maps   at   a   range   of   scales   [i.e.   a   sketch   map   of   a   locality]    

GES11 :   Use   ICT   to   help   in   geography   investigations   [i.e.   creating   a   data   file   to   analyse   fieldwork   data]     

GES12:    Develop   decision-making   skills   [i.e.   what   measures   needed   to   improve   safety   in   a   local   street?]     
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Locational   knowledge     
LK1:    Locate   main   countries   in   Europe   and   South   America.   Locate   and   name   principal   cities.     
LK2:    Compare   2   different   regions   in   UK   rural/urban.     
LK3:    Locate   and   name   the   main   counties   and   cities   in   England.     
LK4:    Compare   land   use   maps   of   UK   from   past   with   the   present.     

  
Place   knowledge     
PK1:    Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   the   study   of   human   and   physical   geography   of   a   region   of   the   United   
Kingdom   and   a   region   within   South   America     
PK2:    Understand   geographical   similarities   and   differences   through   the   study   of   places   linked   to   other   topic   areas   –   Wales   
  

Human   and   physical   geography     
Pupils   will   describe   and   understand   key   aspects   of:     
HPG1:    Physical   geography   including   coasts,   rivers   and   the   water   cycle   including   transpiration;   climate   zones,   biomes   and   vegetation   belts.    
HPG2:    Human   geography   including   trade   between   UK,   Europe   and   ROW     
HPG3:    Fair/unfair   distribution   of   resources   (Fairtrade).     
HPG4:    Distribution   of   natural   resources     
  

Geographical   skills   and   fieldwork     
GSF1:   Use   maps,   atlases,   globes   and   digital/computer   mapping   (Google   Earth)   to   locate   countries   and   describe   features   studied     
GSF2:    Use   the   eight   points   of   a   compass,   symbols   and   key   (including   the   use   of   Ordnance   Survey   maps)   to   build   their   knowledge   of   the   United   
Kingdom   in   the   past   and   present.     
GSF3:    Extend   to   6   figure   grid   references   with   teaching   of   latitude   and   longitude   in   depth.     
GSF4:    Expand   map   skills   to   include   non-UK   countries.    
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GSF5:    Use   fieldwork   to   observe,   measure   and   record   the   human   and   physical   features   in   the   local   area   using   a   range   of   methods,   including   
sketch   maps,   plans   and   graphs,   and   digital   technologies.     
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Summary   of   changes   to   the   policy   
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